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The poem called Wuthering Heights by English Ted Hughes was published in the volume 
Birthday Letters in 1998. The last poetry volume of the author is a kind of correspondence to 
his dead wife, American poet Sylvia Plath, who committed suicide in 1963. Wuthering 
Heights is one of the 88 poems addressing, in fact, Sylvia Plath’s spirit after her death. That is 
why it may not be so hazardous in the case of such a personal and biographically motivated 
collection of poems to state that the poetic speaker of the texts is not fictional, but he is in 
essence identical to Ted Hughes, the author’s biographical self.  
Wuthering Heights by Ted Hughes shows many characteristics of intertextuality, because 
it is also partly based on the novel by Emily Brontë; furthermore, Sylvia Plath herself also 
wrote a poem under the same title, and Hughes’s final volume of poetry is also partly treated 
by literary critics as the mixture of the two author’s poetry, an explicit personal and poetic 
dialogue between them and their literary works, since Wuthering Heights is not the only poem 
within the volume that has the same title as one of Sylvia Plath’s poems. 
The poem opens with a simple statement: “Walter was guide.”, then it turns out very early 
to the reader that the poem is, in fact, a kind of narrative text, recording an event from the 
common life of Hughes and Plath, narrating it from the point of view of Hughes. As the text 
goes on, it becomes clear that the poetic speaker is remembering his and his wife’s journey to 
the Yorkshire moors, the land where Emily Brontë’s romantic novel takes place and where 
Brontë herself grows up. The setting is the ruin of a house, probable the ruin of the house that 
is documented as Wuthering Heights in Brontë’s novel. The event narrated in the poem 
probably took place in reality and it is not only the product of Hughes’s poetic imagination, 
that is why it can be stated that the writing of the poem (as the majority of the poems included 
in Birthday Letters) had strong biographical motivations. Hughes’s speaker speaks to Sylvia 
Plath directly, that is why the poem shows similarities to a letter, a monologue, or to a 
conversation of which only one party can be read / heard by the reader. The speaker compares 
the addressee to novelist Emily Brontë herself and meditates on what her life was like in the 
moor before she died and what motivations she may have had to write her immortal novel 
Wuthering Heights. He supposes that Plath, as a female author and fellow poet, had the same 
ambitions and the same feelings as Brontë had had once, when they visited the scene of the 
novel. “Weren’t you twice as ambitious as Emily?”, asks Hughes’s speaker from his dead 
wife.  
The alter ego of Sylvia Plath described and spoken to in the poem seems to be a young, 
energetic and ambitious woman author who is meditating at the birthplace of her literary 
predecessor (?) and, at the same time, at the scene of her world-renowned novel. The scene of 
the poem is a group of ruins, “among the burned out, worn-out remains of failed efforts and 
failed hopes”. These lines probably refer to Emily Brontë’s tragic personal faith, since she 
died at young age and became an appreciated, canonised author only after her death. 
According to Hughes, his wife probably did not want to have the same destiny as Emily 
Brontë, on the contrary, she wanted to become and appreciated woman author in her life. 
(Examining the biographical data of Plath, it seems to be completely true, she always wanted 
to spasmodically become a professional writer.) “The future had invested in you”, claims 
Hughes’s speaker in the text, acknowledging that he himself knew that time that his wife was 
a really talented poet, just like he himself, and had the chance to become one of the greatest 
poets writing in English language in the 20
th
 century. He also remembers how quickly Plath 
became inspired and with what a heave she wrote her poems. Comparing to Emily Brontë, 
Sylvia is described in the poem as a strong, decisive, ambitious representative of the literature 
of the present, whereas Brontë appears as a ghost-like, bitter, shadowy figure representing the 
past. The poem narrates that Plath had a great chance to achieve what Brontë had never 
managed to achieve in her life as a woman author, under the social circumstances and 
oppression over women intellectuals in the 19
th
 century. Not only two biographical people, 
two woman authors are contrasted by Hughes’s poetic speaker, but also two ages, the 
literatures and the circumstances of the 19
th
 and the 20
th
 centuries, the present and past.  
The environment described in the poem, the whole gloomy landscape of the Yorkshire 
moors, the wild and romantic scene of the dramatic novel Wuthering Heights gives a very 
dark and ominous atmosphere to the whole poem. Intertextuality also shows very spectacular 
and demonstrative power inside the poem, recalling and borrowing the atmosphere and 
impressiveness of Emily Brontë’s novel (and as mentioned above, also intertextually referring 
to Sylvia Plath’s poem having the same title, and having a similarly strong, obscure and dark 
atmosphere.)  
Towards the end of the poem Hughes / the poetic speaker even explicitly refers to Emily 
Brontë’s spirit, supposing that she was envious of Plath’s poetic ambitions there, that time: 
“What would stern / Dour Emily have mode of your frisky glances / And your huge hope? (…) 
And maybe a ghost, trying to hear your words, / Peered from the broken mullions / And was 
stilled. (…)”. That is, Hughes’s speaker meditates in the poem what Brontë’s ghost (who was 
evidently there might have thought about Plath and her ambitions as the poet of the future and 
aliveness. Similarly to the novel Wuthering Heights, Hughes consciously presents a ghost in 
his remembrance / meditation-like poem in order to create the same gothic, oppressive, dark 
atmosphere for the reader – seemingly nothing happens on the surface, but it maybe stated 
that in the deep structure of the poem ominous powers are hiding and waiting for the 
emergence.  
There may be another possible interpretation of the poem that is far beyond the 
supposition that it is a mere remembrance, a letter- and / or dramatic monologue-like poem 
written by Hughes to his dead wife, just for the sake of remembrance or dialogue with Plath. 
It must be mentioned that it is very characteristic of the poems published in the volume 
Birthday Letters that they are very suggestive, ponderous works of art with strong subjectivity 
of the speaker within them, opening several possible layers of interpretation, apart from mere 
biographical facts or events recorded within them. It is common knowledge that the marriage 
of the two poets ended tragically, and – mainly due to the nervous disease of Sylvia Plath – 
they lived a scandalous, dissonant and extremely passionate life, and Plath had several 
attempted suicides before her final one causing her death. Hughes may have selected the title 
for his poem in order to deliberately refer to the contradictions and passionate character of his 
and Plath’s marriage before Sylvia’s death, because Wuthering Heights by Emily Brontë is 
also a story about a contradictory, extremely passionate love that has a very tragic ending. It 
might not be a very exaggerated assumption to suppose that Ted Hughes deliberately wanted 
to parallelise his and Sylvia Plath’s contradictory, passionate and tragic love relationship with 
the romantic relationship of Heathcliff and Catherine Earnshaw narrated in Brontë’s 
Wuthering Heights – expressing that he and Sylvia had their own “private Wuthering 
Heights”, and their personal, emotional life was very similar with the strong, extreme 
emotions resulting in bitterness and tragedies. As it is well-known, in the novel Catherine 
Earnshaw also dies, and Heathcliff becomes an extremely bitter and vengeful, nearly demonic 
man, taking a lifelong revenge on the whole Earnshaw family for the loss of his love. It is an 
interesting biographical fact that although Hughes himself married again some years later 
following the tragedy, he could certainly never work up the death of Plath. Reading his 
oeuvre, The traces of guilty conscience and sense of responsibility are also observable in his 
poetry written after Plath’s death – the letter-like poems published in Birthday Letters, a few 
months before Hughes death, can be considered as the peak of Hughes’s confessional poetry 
about his relationship with Plath and its contradictions, these 88 poems including Wuthering 
Heights, the poem analysed in the present essay, are the most explicit and confessional pieces 
of Hughes’s poetry, exploring his own personal attitude towards Plath’s suicide. Therefore, it 
can also be stated that the poetry and the private life of two individuals are mixed within the 
poetic world created by Birthday Letters, the poem called Wuthering Heights among them. 
Perhaps due to the strongly personal tone of the poems, as mentioned above, it is also hard to 
decide on whether the poem analysed is to be considered as a letter; that is, a mainly written 
piece of text, or rather a sort of poetic / dramatic monologue addressing (the ghost of?) Sylvia 
Plath; that is, a piece of text that can also be a manifestation of spoken poetry of full value that 
does not only exist in a written form, and is not only to be read.  
Wuthering Heights might be considered as one of the most impressive pieces within the 
volume Birthday Letters. It refers to two other pieces of literature with the means of 
intertextuality; offering several possible layers of interpretations, as mentioned above, far 
beyond the biographical background of the author, despite the fact it is definitely a personal, 
confession-like work of poetry in which the poetic speaker and the biographical self of the 
author can be considered to be nearly identical. The poem ends up with a gloomy, multi-
layered and obscure closure, raising a sense of unfinishedness in the reader’s mind, probably 
consciously increasing the suggestive aesthetic power of the text. The unfinished character of 
the text also gives several possibilities of interpretation of different depths, making the reader 
be involved in the world of the poems, completing the details that are only implicitly referred 
to inside it.  
Within the frameworks of the present essay, certainly, we do not have the chance to 
discuss Ted Hughes’s poetic lifework in detail, but focusing on the poem called Wuthering 
Heights we may have managed to get an overview about the probably most prominent piece 
of Hughes’s lifework, his final poetry volume entitled Birthday Letters. Furthermore, we may 
also see how a love with a tragic ending can produce wonderful pieces of poetry, and how a 
personal tragedy like the love of Hughes and Plath, the two maybe greatest English-speaking 
poets of the 20
th
 century could serve as a background to great and valuable poetry volume, 
constituting a part of world literature. Moreover, parallelising the real events of Hughes and 
Plath’s biography and the story narrated in Emily Brontë’s novel, it may also become clear 
that literature is not always so far from life – as it is often said by people of letters, it is not 
always literature that imitates reality, but on the contrary – reality may also imitate literature, 
and although such cases can be very tragic, at least it may become clear that literature is not, 
should not be something completely abstract and unintelligible. On the contrary, literature is 
about, is based on our everyday human life, serving as an inherent constituent part of our own 
reality. 
 
 
TED HUGHES: Wuthering Heights  
 
Walter was guide. His mother's cousin  
Inherited some Brontë soup dishes.  
He felt sorry for them. Writers  
Were pathetic people. Hiding from it  
And making it up. But your transatlantic elation  
Elated him. He effervesced  
Like his rhubarb wine a bit too long:  
A vintage of legends and gossip  
About those poor lasses. Then,  
After the Rectory, after the chaise longue  
Where Emily died, and the midget hand-made books,  
The elvish lacework, the dwarfish fairy-work shoes,  
It was the track from Stanbury. That climb  
A mile beyond expectation, into  
Emily's private Eden. The moor  
Lifted and opened its dark flower  
For you too. That was satisfactory.  
Wilder, maybe, than ever Emily ever knew it.  
With wet feet and nothing on her head  
She trudged that climbing side towards friends – 
Probably. Dark redoubt  
On the skyline above. It was all  
Novel and exhilarating to you.  
The book becoming a map. “Wuthering Heights”.  
Withering into perspective. We got there  
And it was all gaze. The open moor,  
Gamma rays and decomposing starlight  
Had repossessed it  
With a kind of blackening smoulder. The centuries  
Of door-bolted comfort finally amounted  
To a forsaken quarry. The roofs'  
Deadfall slabs were flaking, but mostly in place,  
Beams and purlins softening. So hard  
To imagine the life that had lit  
Such a sodden, raw-stone cramp of refuge.  
The floors were a rubble of stone and sheep droppings,  
Doorframes, windowframes –  
Gone to make picnickers' fires or evaporated.  
Only the stonework – black. The sky – blue.  
And the moor-wind flickering.  
(indentation) The incomings,  
The outgoings – how would you take up now  
The clench of that struggle? The leakage  
Of earnings off a few sickly bullocks  
And a scatter of crazed sheep. Being cornered  
Kept folk here. Was that crumble of wall  
Remembering a try at a garden? Two trees  
Planted for company, for a child to play under,  
And to have something to stare at. Sycamores –  
The girth and spread of valley twenty-year-olds,  
They were probably ninety.  
(indentation) You breathed it all in  
With jealous, emulous sniffings. Weren't you  
Twice as ambitious as Emily? Odd  
To watch you, such a brisk pedant  
Of your globe-circling aspirations,  
Among those burned-out, worn-out remains  
Of failed efforts, failed hopes –  
Iron beliefs, iron necessities,  
Iron bondage, already  
Crumbling back to the wild stone.  
(indentation) You perched  
In one of the two trees  
Just where the snapshot shows you.  
Doing as Emily never did. You  
Had all the liberties, having life.  
The future had invested in you –  
As you might say of a jewel  
So brilliantly faceted, refracting  
Every tint, where Emily had stared  
Like a dying prisoner.  
And a poem unfurled from you  
Like a loose frond of hair from your nape  
To be clipped and kept in a book. What would stern  
Dour Emily have made of your frisky glances  
And your huge hope? Your huge  
Mortgage of hope. The moor-wind  
Came with its empty eyes to look at you,  
And the clouds gazed sidelong, going elsewhere,  
The heath-grass, fidgeting in its fever,  
Took idiot notice of you. And the stone,  
Reaching to touch your hand, found you real  
And warm, and lucent, like that earlier one.  
And maybe a ghost, trying to hear your words,  
Peered from the broken mullions  
And was stilled. Or was suddenly aflame  
With the scorch of doubled envy. Only  
Gradually quenched in understanding. 
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